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Abstract
Volumetric Lighting is a collective term for visual phenomena that occur due to how light interacts inside socalled participating media, and it accounts for many recognizable effects such as fog or light shafts. Because it is
very computationally expensive, it has been an important
problem within computer graphics to calculate volumetric
lighting, both accurately and efficiently.
Ray Marching is a technique that has been used extensively in non real-time applications to compute volumetric
lighting and has recently been adapted for real time applications by use of the GPU. In this thesis we implement and
evaluate volumetric ray marching with ordered dithering.
The results show how ordered dithering yields significant performance improvements, retaining high quality while
lowering the number of samples. We conclude that with ordered dithering, volumetric ray marching is a suitable approach for real time volumetric ray marching on the GPU
and we discuss both important additional optimizations
and how ordered dithering will likely remain important in
future ray marching implementations.

Referat

Volumetriskt ljus är en term som beskriver visuella fenomen som uppstår från hur ljus interagerar inuti material
som kan bära ljus. Hur ljuset absorberas eller ändrar riktning då det färdas igenom material ger upphov till många
bekanta fenomen såsom dimma, moln eller eld. Eftersom
volumetriskt ljus är dyrt att beräkna så har det varit ett
viktigt problem inom datorgrafik hur man effektivt simulerar denna typ av ljustransport.
Ray Marching är en metod som har använts mycket
inom bland annat filmindustrin där man inte har en hård
gräns på beräkningstiden, men metoden har med hjälp av
grafikkortets parallelliseringsförmåga också börjat appliceras för realtidsapplikationer såsom datorspel. I denna rapport så utforskar vi en optimeringsmetod till grafikkortsbaserad ray marching som kallas för ordered dithering.
Resultaten visar hur optimeringsmetoden ger stor prestandaförbättring genom att placera samplingspunkter mer
effektivt, utan signifikant försämring av kvalité. Resultaten
styrker hur den valda algoritmen är en lämplig algoritm för
att åstadkomma volumetriskt ljus i realtid. Vi diskuterar
också hur optimeringsmedoten troligtvis även i framtiden
kommer spela en viktig roll i att nå acceptabel prestanda
inom grafikkortsbaserad ray marching.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
When looking at a scene, light that reaches your eyes will have been absorbed,
scattered or emitted inside the the medium or mediums through which it is traveling.
For example when looking out over a field on a foggy morning, much of the light
coming from the sun is absorbed or scattered away in other directions and so you
cannot see as far through the fog. This phenomenon - how light scatters inside a
Participating Media (PM) - is referred to as Volumetric Lighting and there are many
important visual effects that are a direct consequences of that light behaves in this
manner.
Volumetric Lighting accounts for the shafts appearing to radiate from the sun
behind a tree on a sunny day, due to how some parts of the air is being shadowed by
the tree. It is the reason for Atmospheric scattering which accounts for the different
hues of the sky, as different wavelengths of light is scattered differently through the
atmosphere. The characteristic look of fire, fog, dust, clouds and smoke, are all a
direct consequence of volumetric lighting. Figure 1.1 shows just a few examples of
what can be considered volumetric phenomena.
Within computer graphics the aim is to calculate what a scene looks like given
an abstract representation of that scene, ultimately producing an image which we
can show on a screen. The process of calculating the colour of each pixel on the
screen is known as rendering, and it has been an important step within this subject
to also include the volumetric nature of light transport.
This report explores a practical optimization called ordered dithering for real
time GPU based ray marching - a volumetric lighting algorithm which has previously
been used primarily in non real time applications. We present our implementation
our implementation of real time volumetric ray marching and evaluate how ordered
dithering can drastically improve performance and quality of the results.
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1.1

Volumetric Lighting

Volumetric lighting, in its broadest sense, are visual phenomena which are a direct
effect of how light behaves when travelling inside and through a medium. A medium
in which light can travel through is called a PM, and throughout this medium light
interact with the particles. It scatters, it gets absorbed, or emitted - the net effect
of which produces a range of different so called volumetric phenomena.
When looking at a cloud it is not quite solid. Instead you can see it is transparent
to varying degrees, depending on how thick the cloud is and if it is a dark cloud or
not. Light that travels through the cloud bounces around inside the cloud and can
also be absorbed by the molecules within the cloud, before exiting the cloud and
eventually reaching your eyes. The unique shafts of light from when sunlight gleams
through the top of the trees, or through the wooden planks of an old barn, can be
seen because only parts of the volume of air is being directly lit by the sunlight. Fog,
mist, dust, fire and light shafts are just some of the many natural phenomena which
all get their characteristic looks from how light behaves when travelling through
PM.
In some mediums the wavelength of the light will also produce a noticeable
effects, such as the air in the atmosphere. In the atmosphere, light of different
wavelengths scatter differently, which is the reason the sky colour can range from
deep red to a vibrant blue depending on the angles and lengths the light have
travelled inside in the air.

2
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Figure 1.1: Examples of volumetric lighting. [top] Clouds surrounding the
Golden Gate Bridge. [middle] light shafts or crepuscular rays, as volumetric regions
lie in shadow. [bottom left] Fog and atmospheric scattering, reducing line of sight
and producing palettes in the sky. [bottom right] smoke rising from a burning incense
(source: publicdomainpictures.net and stocksnap.io)
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1.2

Volumetric Rendering

In computer graphics, the aim is to calculate the colour of each pixel and produce
an image. Given an abstract representation of a scene, i.e the view direction and
origin and a model of how light and materials behave etc., the process which produce
the final image is known as rendering. A scene can be rendered in real time, which
implies that the calculations are fast enough so that they can be used in interactive
applications, or offline where a single render can take many hours. The movie
industry is a good example of offline rendering, where the renderings of special
effect such as smoke or explosions can be pre-rendered and then composed into the
final result - a slow process but which yields very visually accurate/pleasing results.
With real time graphics, interactivity is key instead; each frame in a computer game
needs to be calculated on the fly and in the end have enough performance to be
calculated and presented on a screen in 30, 60 or even 90 frames per second.
Due to volumetric lighting being computationally heavy, real time applications
often assume that light is travelling in a vacuum. Specific volumetric phenomena
have instead been rendered with specialized algorithms. These methods do not
consider how light behaves in participating media but attempts to mimic the look
of certain volumetric phenomena without necessarily being physically based. The
inclusion of volumetric lighting is not only visually pleasing but can also improve
aspects such as depth perception in a scene. Even simpler, non-volumetric, models
for fog greatly improve the depth perception in a scene.
While there are several methods for calculating volumetric lighting, ray marching
is a technique which has been used extensively within offline rendering. The ray
marching algorithm works by tracing a light ray backwards from each pixel in the
the “camera plane”, and sampling the scene at specific locations along the ray onto
where it intersects the scene. For each such ray march, the algorithm keeps track of
the net effect of how light interacts along the ray inside the medium.
By increasing the number of samples for each ray march, the end result will
be more accurate. This is very appropriate for offline rendering because the performance hit from increasing the number of samples is acceptable (with offline rendering
there is no definite constraint for the rendering time). However, for interactive applications such as games the algorithm has only recently been adapted, with suitable
constraints and optimization, so that it is approaching real time rendering speeds.

1.3

Dithering

Dithering is a technique which has in the past, among other things, been used within
image processing to produce the effect of greater color depth. Dithering introduces
noise in order to randomize quantization error that comes from trying to recreate
a signal. For example, dithering can be used to recreate an 8-bit color image in
only black and white (1-bit color space). It turns out that this technique has many
4
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usages within several fields, including computer graphics and volumetric lighting.
In volumetric ray marching mathematical expression describing the way light
behaves inside PM is numerically approximated by picking only a few points along a
ray. This approach can produce very noticeable artifacts because of the quantization
errors when calculating the light contribution. Dithering in this case can trade socalled stepping artifacts for noise which is less noticeable by the eye.
Stepping artifacts in ray marching can in theory be avoided by simply increasing
the number of samples. However, unlike in offline rendering, increasing the number
of samples is not practical in real time ray marching because of a much tighter time
constraint. This is why why dithering techniques can be helpful to increase perceived
quality without increasing the number of samples! There are many forms of dithering
and this report specifically considers a technique called ordered dithering. In section
2.3.4 dithering is described in more detail.

1.4

Problem Definition

Ray marching is a computationally heavy algorithm that can produce heavy artifacts
due to quantization errors if the number of samples N is not sufficient. Even though
the ray marching can be very effectively parallelized and performed on the Graphics
processing unit (GPU), in a real time context such as games, the number of samples
is heavily constrained by a strict time budget. In modern games running at 60fps or
even higher is industry standard and typically an effect such as volumetric lighting
or other lighting effects can have a time budget in the order of 1 millisecond. In other
words, because there is not enough time to simply increase the number of samples
N , the resulting rendering can have very noticeable artifacts due to quantization
errors.
The time complexity of volumetric ray marching gives insight in what parameters
mainly contribute to the performance of the algorithm. In short, the algorithm
performs a so called ray march for each pixel on a w × h resolution screen, sampling
N times along an imaginary ray in the scene and considering a number of local light
sources NL in the scene:
O( w
∗ h} ∗ |{z}
N ∗ NL )
| {z
|{z}
f ragments

samples

lights

Looking at the time complexity for ray marching, there are multiple ways to
attempt to decrease the overall running time. For example, there are low resolution
rendering methods that render the ray marching in low resolution w ∗ h and subsequently scales them up using techniques that attempt to minimize errors due to this
process. Another example are culling techniques that lowers the practical number
of local lights NL that are sampled for each volumetric sample.
5
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This report considers the problem of decreasing the number of samples N while
retaining perceived quality. As the time complexity suggests, decreasing the number of required samples (still producing acceptable quality) effectively increases the
overall performance of the algorithm.
Specifically, the report explores a technique knows as ordered dithering (explained in detail in section 2.3.4), which reduces quantization error by trading it
for noise that is easier to filter out and is more forgivable by human eyes. Dithering
essentially places the N samples more efficiently.

1.4.1

Aim & Rationale

The aim of this report is to investigate whether dithering is a good way to improve
real time GPU Based Ray Marching and to help determine whether this is a good
approach for volumetric lighting in games. Improvements include better visual quality without increasing the number of samples, or similar visual quality with fewer
samples.
The rationale for looking at optimizing the ray marching algorithm is that it is a
very successful offline technique which, without optimizations, is inapplicable in real
time contexts. Specifically, it is interesting to see whether dithering techniques can
effectively increase the practical visual results for real time volumetric ray marching.
A further note is that the thesis specifically focuses on the GPU ray marching
implementation since the algorithm, because each ray march is independent, is very
suitable for parallellization.

Target Lighting Model
Our aim was to use a physically based lighting model, directly derived from the
physics described in section 2.3.1.
Further there were a few volumetric properties we wanted to include namely
anisotropic scattering, heterogeneous media and local light interaction. Anisotropic
scattering means that the models can incorporate arbitrary phase function that
reflect how the PM scatters light depending on direction. Heterogeneous (or varying)
media implies that the model needs to be able to handle PM which properties vary
in space. Finally, a major restriction we do not include is to limit the model to
only consider one light source (often the sun). Instead the model should be able to
consider light contribution from many lightsources placed anywhere in the scene.
All major restrictions are listed in section 1.4.3 and section 3.2 describes the
specific lighting model we used.
6
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1.4.2

Scientific Question

The hypothesis relates to a key observation that the ray marching algorithm has
a time complexity consisting of three important components: O(w ∗ h ∗ N ∗ NL )
(outlined in full in section 2.3.3), and that reducing any of these components - the
sampled texels w ∗ h, the number of samples N and the number of sampled local
lights NL - will affect the asymptotic time complexity. The hypothesis follows:
Dithering techniques can effectively reduce the number of samples N , while
retaining perceived image quality, thus significantly improving performance.
Main Question
- Can bayer matrix ordered dithering retain perceived quality while reducing the
number of samples?
Related Questions
- Is GPU-Based Ray Marching a promising method for real time volumetric rendering in gaming applications?
- Can GPU-Based Ray Marching be efficiently optimized by reducing the number
of ray march samples through dithering?
- Are additional optimizations necessary for real time performance of GPU Based
Ray Marching with acceptable quality?
As described above, the main problem that is emphasised in this thesis relates to
performance optimisations of GPU based ray marching. The overarching questions
relates to the GPU based ray marching algorithm and if it is a practical approach
to rendering volumetric lighting in computer games.

1.4.3

Restrictions

There are many algorithms related to volumetric lighting, and also several layers of
complexity in terms of which physical phenomena are included in the model.
The restrictions that were set for the scope of this thesis will limit the lighting
model to a specific subset of volumetric lighting effects.
- Real time rendering. Performance and quality is evaluated within the context
of real time rendering. Offline rendering implications are ignored throughout the
report. Running in real time implies that the algorithm can produce the results
within a time allowed for the game to run in 60ms or faster. In isolation this
1
would be ( 60
∗ 1000) ≈ 16.66ms but in practise many other effects will also be
performed including the regular lighting in the game, so a typical time budges for
a comprehensive effect such as volumetric lighting is closer to 1ms.
7
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- Game context. The thesis focuses on the context of computer games, where visual results primarily should be “good enough” for a convincing gaming experience.
In contrast, medical applications might have additional restrictions.
- Single Mie Scattering is assumed. Described further in section 2.3.1, this discards the inclusion of wavelength dependant Rayleigh scattering and also multiple
scattering.
- The inclusion of Volumetric Shadows is not within scope of this thesis.
- Temporal effects are ignored. With a technique called temporal re-projection(Karis,
2014; Bart Wronski, 2015), dithering can also be performed in the temporal domain. This is outside of the scope of this thesis.
- Ordered Dithering. We only consider ordered dithering, where dithering patterns are pre-calculated and represented in a matrix representation.
- Rendering focus. The thesis considers the rendering heterogeneous media,
where material properties such as density etc can vary in space. However, methods
of modelling heterogeneous media distributions are out of scope.
- In terms of evaluation, the qualitative comparisons are subjective. Rendering results are presented in the thesis, but we do not include any quantitative
quality measurements such as a metric comparison to ground truth. Quantitative
perceptual studies could be included, but are out of scope within this thesis.
To summarize, the thesis focuses on a practical implementation real time, physically based, unified volumetric ray marching in heterogeneous media and with the
inclusion of ordered dithering. Single Mie scattering is assumed and volumetric
shadow calculation is not considered. Wavelength dependant, Rayleigh, scattering
is ignored and advanced voxel filling tools and modelling tools are also out of scope.

8

Chapter 2

Background
This chapter gives an introduction to areas of volumetric lighting and volumetric
rendering, its theoretical foundation and recent related work.
In sections 2 through 2.1.3 we outline volumetric lighting and participating media, describing some common types of volumetric lighting and examples. Section 2.2
describes notations and conventions used throughout the paper. Section 2.3.1 gives a
theoretical foundation within physics and rendering, describing important concepts
used within volumetric rendering (including dithering), and section 2.4 describes
related work.

2.1

Volumetric Lighting Outline

This section describes what can be considered “volumetric lighting”. Section 2.1.1
gives an overview of visual phenomena that are direct effects from how light behaves
in participating media and also introduces reasons why these can be desirable within
real time rendering. Section 2.1.2 outlines common distinctions which are used
within computer graphics to differentiate different types of participating media.

2.1.1

Examples of Volumetric Phenomena

There are a range of different visual phenomena which are a direct consequence
of how light is interacting within media it is traveling through. Notably many
volumetric phenomena, since they are very common, have been subject to specialized
rendering algorithms that attempt to mimic them. For example, fog is a distinct and
desirable phenomena and there have been many algorithms in the past that attempt
to render fog specifically, even though the underlying physical reason is that light
interacts with particles inside participating media. This section gives an overview
of important volumetric phenomena in the real world. See figure 1.1. A physically
based volumetric rendering algorithm would, depending on its restrictions, account
for as many of these as possible. Note that the list is by no means exhaustive.
9
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Aerosol
Aerosol are visible collections particles, liquid or solid, that are suspended in the air.
Many aerosols are commonly occuring natural phenomena such as fog or clouds,
while other processes such as explosions can produce aerosols such as smoke from
explosions or the air pollutant smog.
Fog & Mist
Fog, or mist as it is often called visibility distance is very short, is an aerosol that
forms from when difference in air temperature condense water vapour into tiny water
droplets that are suspended in the air. Essentially a low lying cloud, fog reduces visibility distance and creates a very unique visual phenomena. An interesting property
of fog is how in some cases it can help to perceive view distance since the “thickness”
of the fog is roughly (exponentially) inversely proportional to the distance.
Smoke & Vapor
Smoke is a collective term for aerosols produced by materials that undergo combustion. It is often characterized by dark colors as the aerosol often has very high
absorption, and also by it’s fluid dynamic properties i.e. how it “flows” in the air.
This is why vapor of gas too, especially when black like in the case of volcanoes, is
often referred to as smoke.
Light Shafts
Light shafts (also called crepuscular rays or god rays), is the unmistakable phenomena where rays of light are visible in the air. The phenomena arises because some
volume regions are lit by light while other, non-lit, regions appear darker. Due to
perspective, light shafts in the sky often seem to radiate radially from the sun behind
the clouds even though the columns of lit and unlit air are in fact parallel.
In fog or dust, light shafts can be particularly strong, since fog scatters light
more uniformly air. This makes the light shafts more clearly visible from all angles.
Clouds
Clouds are also an aerosol, absorbing and scattering light. A typical fluffy white
cloud appear white because it is highly scattering and not very absorbing; almost
no light is lost, but rather scattered almost uniformly in all directions inside the
cloud. A rain cloud has different composition, with larger water droplets that can
absorb incoming light, often giving rain clouds a much darker appearance.
Atmospheric Scattering
In some mediums (see section 2.3.1), particles are so small so that the wavelength
λ of the light becomes an important factor in the scattering interactions. The best
10
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example of this is the atmosphere in which this so called rayleigh scattering causes
different wavelengths of the sunlight to scatter in different directions resulting in the
many different hues of the sky.

2.1.2

Types of Participating Media

Volumetric Lighting is broad term incorporating many different phenomena and
come in several different flavours. Because of this, it is common within computer
graphics to make distinctions between different types of volumetric lighting phenomena. When designing algorithms for volumetric lighting these terms can be helpful in
order to clarify what types of participating media the algorithm attempt to model.
Physically Based lighting is a term used within rendering for models which are,
to different extents, based on actual physical models of how light behaves. Algorithms which are not physically based can produce results which are realistic in the
sense that they are similar to reality, while physically based models aims for realistic
results by modelling reality. Generally, physically based algorithms are more computationally heavy and are also relying on many simplifications to the best physical
models we have. They also generally produce more realistic results. An interesting note is that realism is quite often not the most important thing, which is why
non-physically based lighting models still are very important.
Homogeneous vs Heterogeneous PM
Homogeneous PM refers to media which interacts with light uniformly in the whole
medium. A real life examples of near homogeneous media would be thick mist, in
which light is more or less equally absorbed and scattered throughout the fog. It
gives a very similar-looking fog in all directions. In contrast to this, Heterogeneous
PM vary in space. Examples of this are clouds and dust, in which the density vary
across the volume.
Global vs Local PM
Two terms which are closely related to homogeneous and heterogeneous PM are local
and global PM. These are often used when speaking about fog and related to where
its located. If the fog is limited to a region of space, for example on a rock concert
stage, or if its everywhere. Of course, in reality no fog is completely global, but in
a rendering context a global fog assumes that all regions of space is fog, either with
same or varying density.
Isotropic vs Anisotropic PM
Different materials also scatters light differently. While some materials like almost
homogeneous fog scatter light equally in all directions, other materials, like air,
scatter light only slightly differently than its current direction. The former is referred to as isotropic scattering i.e not direction dependant, while the latter would be
11
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anisotropic scattering (in this case forward scattering). By the same logic, back scattering would be if a material predominantly scatters light in the opposite direction
than its already travelling.
Rayleigh vs Mie Scattering
As particle sizes vary for different materials, so does the wavelength dependency.
Materials in which particles are small enough that wavelength dependence is predominant, a model called Rayleigh Scattering is the model that is used. On the
other side of the spectra, particles are so big and tightly fit that volumetric lighting
is negligible, in which Geometrical Scattering is predominant. The middle ground is
described by Mie Scattering, examples of which would be fog, clouds and dust.
Multiple vs Single Scattering
Within rendering, global illumination are rendering models which account for many
geometry light bounces rather than just the first. How light bounces multiple times
account for how shaded areas of the ground are not pitch black, but receive light
from latter bounces, and how caustic patterns emerge from how light is focused
in a pool or a wine glass. Analogous to global illumination, multiple scattering, is
when several bounces are considered when rendering volumetric PM. A common
restriction in real time volumetric rendering is to assume single scattering, where
incoming light into point in the PM is assumed to be travelling in a vacuum. How
multiple scattering may be simplified is described in section 2.3.2.
Local Lights
Another common distinction is whether local lights are considered when rendering
volumetric lighting. Since unified volumetric rendering can be very expensive, a
limitation which is often used is to consider only light from one light source, the
sun. In the real world, there are many scenes in which local light volumetric lighting
attribute much to the mood of a scene, such as a flashlight in a foggy afternoon,
lamp posts in the rain or spotlights on a scene with stage fog.
In addition to sunlight and local lights, indirect light can also be considered.
This is light which arrives at a location in the scene after having scattered one or
several times. For example, a cloud of dust located completely in shade will be lit
indirectly by light scattering from surfaces around it. Multiple scattering is indirect
light modelled as travelling through the PM.
Unified Volumetric Rendering
The term “Unified” generally refers physically based volumetric rendering methods
which, at least in principle, could models all types volumetric effects. While the
term is not very well defined, it is used as a description of approaches to volumetric
rendering which does not treat different types of volumetric phenomena differently.
12
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One way to use the term is to say that if an algorithm is modified to treat two
phenomena in the same way by treating them more generally, the algorithm is in
this sense more unified method.

2.1.3

Volumetric Lighting in Games

There are a few things that are important to note when it comes to rendering for
the purpose of gaming. Firstly, as games are interactive it is essential that the
rendering is in real time; real time graphics is simply a requirement for computer
games. Industry standard has been 30fps for quite some time, but is beginning to
be replaced by 60fps. For virtual reality, the standard is closer to 90fps. Secondly,
it is the case in most games that the visual results should be just good enough no user is interested in the rendering actually being physically accurate, but rather
look convincing according to their visual perception. This means that in principal,
the more one can cheat in order to produce more efficient rendering algorithms the
better as long as it is not resulting in perceivable visual artifacts. As it is generally
not important that the models are actually physically accurate, one might ask why
much efforts are put in developing physically based rendering algorithms and the
answer is simply that it is easier to produce visually convincing results by using
physics. Non-physically based methods are still very important for artistic control
and other more stylistic art directions, but when it comes to more realistic graphics
modelling the physics turns out to be easiest. The problem with physically based
volumetric rendering in games primarily becomes the computational aspect; it is
computationally heavy to calculate volumetric lightingCopeland, 2018-11-3.
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2.2

Notations & Conventions

This section describes notation and conventions used throughout the paper.
Table 2.1: Notation used in paper

Notation
Ω [sr]
Ω2τ [sr]
x
w
xs
xt
wo
wi
σa (xt ) [m−1 ]
σs (xt ) [m−1 ]
σt (xt ) [m−1 ]
L(xt ← w)
L(xt → w)
LO
Lscat (xt , wo )
Li (xt , wi )
0
p(xt , w → w) [sr]
I
I0
I(x)
Ω

2.3

Description
Hemisphere of directions
Sphere of directions
Camera/eye position
Direction of a Ray
Ray intersection point in scene
Position along ray
Outgoing unit vector
Incoming unit vector
Absorption coefficient at xt
Scattering coefficient at xt
Extinction coefficient at xt
Incoming radiance from w at xt
Outgoing radiance at xt in direction w
Outgoing radiance at xs in direction wo
in-scattering towards wo at xt
radiance at xt from wi
phase function at xt
A
A
A
A

texture
filtered texture
texture sampled at point x
neighborhood of pixels

Theoretical Foundation

This section describes the physics and rendering foundation for the work presented
in the thesis. We introduce the physics of light transport in participating media, the
ray marching equations and ray marching algorithm algorithm, ordered dithering
and other important concepts within volumetric rendering.
14
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2.3.1

Light Transport in Participating Media

Volumetric Lighting models how light is transported inside participating media.
Looking through a cloud of dust, for instance, the light that reaches your eye will
have scattered and interacted throughout the cloud. By looking at the physics of
light transport in participating media, we can derive equations that describe how
radiance is changes inside a medium, and consequently how much radiance reaches
the eye(Jarosz, 2008).
Participating Media Properties
As illustrated in figure 2.1, light travelling inside a medium are subject to light
interaction events that affect the radiance. Absorption and out-scattering accounts
for extinction in the medium, reducing the total radiance. Importantly, this will
reduce the radiance from behind the medium a lot, reducing visibility. In-scattering
and emission increases the radiance, resulting in more radiance reaching the eye.

Figure 2.1: Light interaction events in participating media. Consider a specific light
path path and how it is traveling through a participating medium to reach your eye.
There are 4 essential interactions that can occur along this path: 1. Absorption
occurs when a photon is absorbed by a particle in the medium. 2. Out-scattering
occurs when light scatters out from the imagined path, ending up not contributing
to the radiance from this particular path. 3. In-scattering occurs when light incoming from a second light path, scatters so that it contributes to our light path.
4. Emission occurs when chemical processes in the material involve transitions that
emit photons, like in the case of fire for instance.
From figure 2.1 above, there are 4 important coefficients that are used to model
these set of interactions Carn, 2014:
- The Absorption coefficient, σa (xt ), describes how likely radiance is to be
absorbed in the medium.
- The Scattering coefficient, σs (xt ), is the probability of a photon scattering
off a particle in the medium.
- The Extinction coefficient, σt (xt ) = σa (xt ) + σs (xt ), is the net effect of
absorption and scattering.
15
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t)
- The Scattering Albedo coefficient, ρ(xt ) = σσas (x
(xt ) , describes the probability
of scattering. If the albedo is 0 the medium does not scatter light, typical of smoke
or dust. Albedo closer to one will not absorb light but rather continue to scatter
the light. Milk is an example of a highly scattering material.

Radiative Transfer Equation
Consider a differential slice along the radiance beam xt = x + tw, 0 ≥ t ≤ S,
originating from x to xs , in direction w = −wo :
Li (x → w)
Le (x → w)

L(x → w)

L(x ← w)

Figure 2.2: Volumetric Differential. The figure illustrates changes in radiance
in a differential slice along a path of light in a participating medium. L(x ← ω)
is the incoming radiance and L(x → ω) is the outgoing radiance. Le (x → ω) and
Li (x → ω) is emitted and scattered incomping light in the outgoing direction ω.
The differential change of radiance due to absorption and out-scattering is
dL(x ← w) = −σa (x)L(x → w)

(2.1)

dL(x ← w) = −σs (x)L(x → w)

(2.2)

The differential change of radiance due to emission and in-scattering is
dL(x ← w) = σa (x)Le (x → w)

(2.3)

dL(x ← w) = σs (x)Li (x → w)

(2.4)

The Li (x → w) term is the in-scattered light in the wo direction:
Z
Li (x → w) =

p(x, w0 → w)L(x ← w0 ) dw0

Ω2τ

where p(x, w0 → w) is the phase function(see section 2.3.1).
16
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By integrating the absorption and out-scattering, we model transmittance between two positions x and x0 in terms of the extinction coefficient σt (x) = σa (x) +
σs (x):
0

Tr (x0 ← x) = e−τ (x ←x)

(2.6)

Rd
where τ (x0 ← x) = 0 σt (x + tw) dt is the optical depth(Jarosz, 2008). If d is
small, or if the medium is homogeneous, σt can be treated as a constant and
τ (x0 ← x) = dσt

(2.7)

The radiative transfer equation describes how light transported through participating media, gaining or loosing or redirecting energy due to the light interaction
events(Wrenninge, 2011).
The total incident radiance arriving at x from direction wo = −w can now be
modelled as

L(x ← w) = Tr (x ← xs )L(xs → wo )
Z

S

Tr (x ← xt )σs (xt )Li (xt → wo ) dt (2.8)

+
0

This equation is known as the volumetric rendering equation and is used to
render volumetric lighting. Note that since Li is a function of L, the relationship
is recursive - in-scattered light is transported through participating media and the
light is scattered multiple times. This is commonly referred to as multiple scattering.
If single scattering is assumed, this term is simply replaced by a function assuming
the light is travelling in a vacuum, thus removing its recursive nature.
Scattering Regimes
The size parameter χ = 2πr
λ describes three major domains of scattering, where r is
the particle size and λ is the light wavelength Carn, 2014. The three main regimes of
scattering is Rayleigh Scattering (χ << 1), Mie Scattering(χ ≈ 1) and geometrical
scattering (χ >> 1)(Carn, 2014).
In the geometrical scattering regime, light interactions in the participating media
are negligible and the scattering is predominated by scattering in the geometry. An
example would be a regular clean room, where particles in the air are not visible to
the human eye at all. Rayleigh scattering is wavelength dependant, and predominates when the particle sizes are small enough. The atmosphere is a good example
of where Rayleigh scattering accurately models light transport. The reason why the
17
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sky is blue is the fact that air typically lies within the Rayleigh scattering regime.
Finally, Mie scattering predominates when particle sizes are larger than the wavelength. This type of scattering can be seen in phenomena such as clouds and fog or
milk.

Phase Functions
In non volumetric lighting models, the Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF), f (x, ω̄i , ω̄o ), is a function describing how light is scattered as some
surface point x. It returns the ratio of scattered radiance along ω̄o from the incident
radiance at ω̄i
When light hits a surface, the BSDF models how it interacts. A photon can, as
illustrated in Figure 2.3, have some different outcomes. It is either reflected/refracted
according to the BSDF, or absorbed into the material (which can be described
by similar functions such as the Bidirectional Transmittance Distribution Function
(BTDF):

Figure 2.3: The Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function The figure
illustrates how the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) can describe the probability that a photon will scatter in different directions when hitting
a surface. The photon is most likely to scatter along the blue arrow, but can also
possibly be absorbed, be refracted through the medium or scatter in other directions
as the gray arrows indicate. If the photos in equally likely to scatter in any direction,
the surface is a diffusely scattering surface(McGuire and Luebke, 2009)
Analogous to the BRDF, the phase function describes the angular distribution
of light when scattering. If the phase is isotropic, the scattering is not direction
dependant, otherwise the scattering is anisotropic.
Two common approximate Mie phase functions are the Henyey Greenstein and
the Schlick phase functions. With the introduction an anisotropy parameter, −1 ≥
g ≤ 1, they range from (anisotropic) back or forward scattering if g < 0 or g > 1
and isotropic scattering if g = 0:
18
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wi

wi

wi

isotropic

forward

backward

Figure 2.4: The Volumetric Phase Function. Just like the BRDF, the volumetric
phase function describes the probability a photon will scatter in different direction
after a scattering event inside a PM. As a diffusely scattering surface material, a
PM that scatters diffusely is called isotropic. If photons generally only scatters in
a slightly different direction it is a forward scattering medium. Also, although very
rare in the real world, a medium can also have predomimant backward scattering.

1
1 − g2

2τ 1 + g 2 − 2g cosθ3/2

phg (θ) =

pschlick (θ) =

2.3.2

1 − k2
, k ≈ 1.55g − 0.55g 3
2τ (1 + k cosθ)2

The Ray Marching Equations

The radiative transfer equation can be approximated in a straight forward fashion
through ray marching. Ray marching discretize the 1-dimensional, light accumulating, integral in equation 2.8, dividing the radiance beam into N slices of size ∆t
yielding an approximate form of the equation

L(x ← w) ≈ Tr (x ← xs )L(xs → wo )
+

N
X

T r(x ← xt )σs (xt )Lscat (xt → wo )∆t (2.9)

n=0

Since multiple scattering is very computationally expensive - considering incoming light transported through the same participating media - many implementations
assumes single scattering. By ignoring the recursive nature of the radiative transfer
equation, the in-scattering term is simplified:
L0i (xt

Z
→ wo ) =

p(xt , wi → wo )Lv (xt , wi ) dwi
Ω2τ
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where Lv (xt , wi ) is the in-scattered light from wi under the assumption of nonparticipating mediaJarosz, 2008.
Instead of considering directions Ω2τ , we integrate light sources by iterating:

Lscat (xt → wo ) =
NL
X

p(xt , wi → wo )V (x ← wi )Lv (xt , wi ) (2.11)

i=0

where NL is the number of lights and V (x ← wi ) is a function that computes
the of the light source from incident angle wi .
Since the transmittance is multiplicative, this can also be approximated by accumulationWrenninge, 2011:

−τ (x,xi )

≈

e

i−1
Y

e−τ (x,xj )∆t , xi = x + w∆t

(2.12)

j=1

Tr (x ← xi ) = Tr (x ← xi−1 )e−σt (xi )∆t
Tr (x ← x) = 1

2.3.3

(2.13)

The Ray Marching Algorithm

The ray march algorithm approximates the rendering equation by means of the
transmittance estimate described by equation quation 2.13. For each texel, a ray
R = x + tw (originating at the pixel position x and pointing towards an intersection
point in the scene xs ) is considered. The algorithm then samples PM properties
along the ray at sampling positions ti , accumulating transmittance according to the
transmittance estimation.
Ray Marching Complexity
Given a w×h screen size, the naive ray marching algorithm execute the ray marching
shader for pixel and march N steps along a ray, integrating NL lights at each sample
point. For each light source the lighting calculations will include querying light
properties Ql , PM properties Qpm and also visibility function V (xt ) with some cost
Qv :
O(w
∗ h} ∗ |{z}
N ∗ NL ∗ (Ql + Qpm + Qv ))
| {z
|{z} |
{z
}
texels

samples

lights
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Algorithm 1 Ray Marching
procedure RAY MARCH(R = x + tw, xs )
2:
wo = −w
3:
Tr (x ← xt ) = 1
4:
L(x ← w) = 0
1:

for xt along R do
σa (xt ), σs (xt ), σt (xt ), ρ(x) = SampleP M (xt )

5:
6:

L(x ← w) += Tr (x ← xt )σs (xt )Lscat (xt )∆x
Tr (x ← xt ) ∗= e−σt (xt )∆x

7:
8:

return < L(x ← w), Tr (x ← x0 ) >

9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

. accumulated transmittance
. accumulated scattering

procedure Lscat (xt )
Li (xt ) = 0
for Li , wi in lights do
Li (xt ) += ρ(xt , wi → wo )V (xt ← wi )Lv (xt , wi )
return Li (xt )

The lighting parameters are most likely not of asymptotic significance and are
treated as constants. Ql depend on the number of light properties that are included
in the physics model, Qpm depend on the filtering methods when sampling for instance a voxel buffer, and the visibility function cost, Qv can depend on shadow
map implementation. This leaves us with a simple complexity equation with the
arguably major culprits in the ray marching algorithm:
O( w
∗ h} ∗ |{z}
N ∗ NL )
| {z
|{z}
texels

2.3.4

samples

(2.15)

lights

Ordered Dithering

Dithering is a method that can prevent noticeable patterns due to quantization
errors when sampling a signal. By using noise the method randomizes quantization
errors and thus trades larger patterns for noise. The reason this can be useful is
that noise is not as easily discernible as larger scale patterns(Mikkel Gjol, 2016).
In image processing, ordered dithering works by constructing a matrix that determines how different pixels within the same local region will be quantized. The
matrix is often called a Threshold Map or an Index Matrix or sometimes dither ker21
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nel, and from looking up the relative position within the index matrix a value is
added to the pixel which might bring it to a different quantization level.
Given an index matrix I of size M × M , each pixel pxy is typically mapped
simply by repeating the dither index matrix repeatedly across the screen: x = px
mod M, y = py mod M . The value from the dither matrix is then used to alter
the original pixel value c into c0 which lies in the target color palette. The amount
which is added on top of c before rounding off in the target palette is typically scaled
to match the minimal difference in the target palette. Effectively, the quantization
error i.e what target color space value is used after rounding the value, is changed
according to the noise pattern in I(Glatzel, 2014).
The bayer pattern index matrix can be expressed recursively as follows(Funkhouser,
2000; Yliluoma, 2016):
"
#
0 2
M1 =
3 1
"

M2n

2.3.5

#
4Mn + 0 4Mn + 2
=
, for all n ≥ 2
4Mn + 3 4Mn + 1

Gaussian Blur

Gaussian blur is the process of blurring an image using a gaussian distribution,
typically used to remove image noise and reduce detail in the image. Gaussian blur
is a kind of low pass filter, effectively reducing the image high-frequency components.
2

x
In one dimension the gaussian is defines as G(x) = √ 1 2 exp − 2σ
2 , where σ is
τσ
the standard deviation of the distribution and x is th origin sample position. Importantly, 2-dimensional gaussian filter can be written as a product of the 1-dimensional
filter, often referred to as separable gaussian blur. This is most commonly used for
GPU implementations(Weiss, 2006).

The algorithm is a convolution filter, combining the colour of nearby pixels pi ∈ Ω
according a weight function, in this case the gaussian function. It is computed as a
weighted average, with a normalization Wp
I 0 (p) =

1 X
I(pi )G(|pi − p|)
Wp
pi ∈Ω

Wp =

X

G(|pi − p|)

pi ∈Ω

Separable gaussian blur is often referred to as k−tap gaussian blur, where k is the
diameter of the filter in number of pixels around the origin x. For instance, a 15−tap
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separable gaussian blur looks at an origin pixel x and then uses a kernel with radius
of 7: 1 at x and 7 in each direction. The 1-dimensional gaussian distribution is then
typically approximated over this 1-dimensional kernel by using the pascal triangle
binomial coefficients as weights. This works because the normal distribution is an
approximation of the binomial distribution and the gaussian function is actually
the normal distributions distribution function; with the binomial coefficients we can
approximate the 1-dimensional gaussian function:
index
binomial
weight

6

5

4

3

2

1

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12
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7
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9
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12
12

1

12

66

220

495

792

924

792

495

220
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12

1

Algorithm 2 Gaussian Blur
procedure Gaussian Blur 1D(p)
c = I(p) ∗ weight(p)
for sample point pi ∈ Ω do
c += I(pi ) ∗ weight(pi )
c += I(pi ) ∗ weight(pi )
return c normalized by Wp
procedure Separable Gaussian Blur
for pixel position p in texture do
gaussian_blur_x(p)
gaussian_blur_y(p)

2.3.6

Bilateral Filter

Bilateral filter are noise reduction filters that are edge-preserving, meaning that
they aim to keep detail in areas of the image where the intensity changes sharply. In
addition to the geometric distance, the bilateral filter computes a weighted average
from both geometric distance and also intensity difference(McGuire and Luebke,
2009; Kopf et al., 2007):
I 0 (p) =

1 X
I(pi )f (|I(pi ) − I(p)|)g(|pi − p|)
Wp
pi ∈Ω

where f (x) smooths intensity differences and g(x) smooths spacial differences.
Wp is the normalization term:
X
f (|I(pi ) − I(p)|)g(|pi − p|)
Wp =
pi ∈Ω
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2.4

Related Work

Since the volumetric nature of light produce many important visual phenomena there
has been much research in rendering methods for volumetric lighting. In real time
rendering specialised or simplified algorithms have been used extensively to render
specific volumetric phenomena such as fog, smoke atmospheric scattering, while
more unified volumetric rendering methods have been used within offline rendering.
It has been an important problem within real time rendering to efficiently render
volumetric lighting with the performance needed in real time applications.
This section outlines major contributions to the broader area of volumetric rendering, narrows down to common methods specifically within real time rendering
and continues to describe previous work on dithering techniques.
Section 2.4.1 describes relevant state of the part rendering pipelines, since different rendering algorithms will be suitable or compatible to different extents with
these different models. In sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 previous work on volumetric
lighting and ray marching and section 2.4.4 further introduce related work for GPU
based ray marching. Finally, previous work on dithering techniques are described in
section 2.4.5.

2.4.1

Modern Shading Pipelines

There are many different types of shading pipelines that are used in rasterization
engines, some of which have been around for a long time and some which are very
modern. This section briefly explains two major rendering pipelines, forward and
deferred rendering, as well as modern light culling optimizations within these two.
Forward shading is the most simple version of rasterization rendering, where the
geometry is rasterized and lighting calculations are made for each fragment. The
method has a major disadvantage in that for each fragment you have to go through
all lights in the scene, O(Nf ragments ∗ Nlights ), thus limiting the number of lights you
can use significantly. With deferred shading, the geometry and lighting passes are
instead decoupled. The geometry is written to so-called Geometry Buffers (GBuffers)
and lighting is only performed on the pixels on the screen: O(screen_resolution ∗
nlights )(Harada, McKee, and Yang, 2012).
With Deferred shading it was possible to have more lights in a scene but, in
modern gaming especially, the required number of light sources combined with ever
more expensive and sophisticated lighting calculations have lead to further optimized shading pipelines. Specifically, an array of different versions of forward and
deferred rendering utilized light culling to reduce the number of necessary lighting
calculations (Lauritzen, 2010).
Tiled Deferred Shading subdivides the screen into tiles and includes a prepass
that assigns lights for each tile. When performing lighting for a pixel in the deferred
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lighting pass, the shader will do a look-up in a light index texture that yields the
culled light lists for that specific region of the screen (Lauritzen, 2010).
Since deferred shading have drawbacks compared to forward shading, new variations of forward rendering have been developed as well. Forward+ is a variation of
tiled deferred rendering where screen space tiles are assigned culled lights (Harada,
McKee, and Yang, 2012).
Clustered shading is a third light culling technique where instead of working
with tiles, space is subdivided into so called clusters. Just as Forward+ and Tiled
Deferred it subdivides the screen into tiles, but then a depth slicing is also made in
the camera frustum. This yields 3D cells or “clusters” onto which lights are assigned
that can be queried at a later point(Persson, 2014).

2.4.2

Specialized Algorithms

There is a range of specialized algorithms that address specific volumetric phenomena
such as fog, dust or light shafts.
One of the most widely used algorithms specifically for fog is an analytic fog
algorithm commonly referred to as distance fog(Quelez, 2007). Although newer,
more sophisticated, volumetric lighting algorithms which include the volumetric fog
phenomena exist, many games are still using distance fog since it has been around
for a long time and is very simple to implement. The algorithm boils down to a
distance based equation which returns the amount of fog as a function of the scene
depth. The algorithm cannot render any heterogeneous media, but can consider
media distributions which are analytically integratable, the most common being
an exponential height distribution. However, the algorithm does not incorporate
light shafts, since the fog is assumed to be homogeneously lit. Modern reincarnations of Distance Fog also include exponential height density distribution and sun
in-scattering, but notably assumes isotropic PM without local light interaction or
shadowing(Quelez, 2007).
(Mitchell, 2007) proposed a 2D ray marching method for rendering light shafts,
producing pleasing result in most cases but requiring the light source to be on-screen
and also assumes homogeneous media.

2.4.3

Analytic Models

The volumetric lighting equations can also be solved analytically by introducing
additional restrictions. Analytic algorithms will essentially boil down to a function
which will return the amount of radiance that should be added from the volumetric
lighting for a specific part of the scene. While the benefit of these algorithm is that
they are generally much less computationally heavy, the simplifications will limit
the volumetric lighting phenomena that they can incorporate.
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(Sun et al., 2005) proposed an analytic rendering of what they call “airlight fog” fog that also produce the distinct glow around light sources. However, this algorithm
assumes homogeneous and isotropic PM.

2.4.4

GPU Based Ray Marching

There are many algorithms which have been used within real time rendering to
render different volumetric lighting phenomena. As described in sections 2.4.3 and
2.4.2, distance fog and other analytical solutions have been used for fog, the “light
shafts” algorithm or shadow volume extrusion have been used to render light shafts,
and particle systems have been used extensively for effects such as smoke or fire.
However, Unified algorithms for rendering more general participating media have
only recently been used in real time applications.
An important contribution was made by (Bart Wronski, 2015) who proposed a
compute shader based voxellised ray marching algorithm. The integration is made
in voxel space, but executed in parallel on the GPU with compute shaders. The
effects is applies with a final final pixel shader gather pass. (Bart Wronski, 2015)
also proposed usage of exponential shadow mapping in combination with 3D texture
filtering to avoid aliasing problems. They also use a frustum aligned voxel buffer
for their PM data. (Hillaire, 2015) uses a similar approach but aligns voxels with
light tiles from their tile based deferred render pipeline in order to cull local lights
more efficiently. They also improved the voxel integration by analytically integrating
transmittance over the froxel depth (see section 3.3).
Notably, view space ray marching have also been proposed and successfully used.
(Glatzel, 2014) performs view-space ray marching in separate deferred passes for each
light source, using light volumes to tighten the bounds for each ray march pass.

2.4.5

Dithering

Traditionally within computer graphics dithering has been used in the form of image
dithering, where a image of higher color depth can be reconstructed with lower
color depth. For example, (Funkhouser, 2000) shows a 1-bit (black and white)
reconstruction of an 8-bit (grayscale) image by means of several dithering patterns
including bayer matrix dithering. It has also been used in other fields such as digital
audio(Bohn, 2003).
For volumetric lighting, dithering techniques have been proposed offline ray
marching, in this case trading banding artifacts from quantization errors for noise
which is more forgivable by human eyes(Jarosz, 2008).
Within real time ray marching, ordered dithering has been proposed. This technique offset ray march samples by a fraction of the step size according to an ordered
noise-based kernel. (Glatzel, 2014) uses this technique for view-space ray marching,
but only propose using standard white noise. In order to rid remaining dithering
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artifacts, they also propose applying a depth aware gaussian low-pass filter. (Bart
Wronski, 2015) propose exponential shadow maps to alleviate aliasing and flickering
artifacts too; with less high frequency shadow map data reconstructing the signal
is easier. However, this removes higher frequency details which is more important
if varying density is modelled too. They also note how jittering samples (dithering)
can trade aliasing for high frequency noise which is easier to filter out with low
resolution kernels. (Mikkel Gjol, 2016) notes how bayer matrix dithering guarantees high frequency variation in dithering within a small region of space, although a
downside is that it has structure. Their proposal is to use blue noise, providing the
same property but with less structure.
(Bart Wronski, 2015) suggest a temporal dithering technique which uses temporal reprojection as used within modern Anti Aliasing (AA), blending radiance with
results from previous frames. The reprojection is considerably easier to implement
in the 3D case but still inherits ghosting problems which can be hard to deal with.
(Hillaire, 2015) points out how this ghosting also can affects animated volume data
i.e. fluid simulations.
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Implementation
This chapter describes implementation details of the thesis. Section 3.1 describes the
algorithm and system overview, sections 3.4 through 3.7.1 includes implementation
details for the ray marching algorithm.
We derived a practical ray marching equation physics presented in section 2.3.1
to match our the target lighting model described in section 1.4.1. In short we aimed
to model volumetric lighting in heterogeneous, anisotropic participating media with
local light interaction. Section 3.2 describes the lighting model we used.
Finally, section 3.8 details the additional dithering optimizations that were made
for the base ray marching algorithm.

3.1

Algorithm Overview

The rendering equations in section 2.3.2 lay as a foundation for our volumetric ray
marching. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the volumetric lighting system. First,
shadow mapping, clustered light culling and voxel injection is performed, after which
a ray march pass renders volumetric lighting into a light accumulation render target,
S, which is composed in a final composition pass (section 3.9).
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Figure 3.1: Volumetric Lighting System Overview. The figure shows how first,
a voxel buffer is created and injected with participating media properties, shadow
maps are calculated for sunlight and local lights and the clustered shading culls local
lights in the scene. This information is sent to the GPU to the ray marching pass
that performs dithered ray marching in view-space, writing to a volumetric light
accumulation buffer. The final image is composed in a final composite step, that
combines the volumetric light accumulation with the standard deferred rendering
light accumulation buffer.

3.2

Rendering Equation

As stated in the aim section (1.4.1, we wanted to model physically based anisotropic
and heterogeneous participating media with local light interaction. The following
section describes the lighting model used, derived from the rendering equation (equation 2.8).
t)
We decided to the albedo, ρ(xt ) = σσas (x
(xt ) and extinction σt = σs + σa as control
parameters since it was most intuitive to the artists, interpreting extinction as the
overall darkness or absorption of the material and albedo as the color.

Our visibility function V (xt ← wi ) sampled cascaded shadow maps for sun light
and atlased shadow maps for local lights.
Regarding the phase function, we ended up using the Schlick approximation since
we did not see any noticeable difference from the Henyey-Greenstein formula which
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was a bit more expensive.

L(x ← w) = Tr (x ← xs )L(xs → wo )
+

N
X

T r(x ← xt )σt (xt )Lscat (xt → wo )∆t

(3.1)

n=0

Lscat (xt → wo ) = ρ(xt )

NL
X

pschlick (xt , wi → wo )V (x ← wi )Lv (xt , wi )

(3.2)

i=0

3.3

Ray Marching Algorithm

The ray march pass is run as a full screen pass, writing scattering and transmittance
to the volumetric light accumulation buffer. A pixel shader executes a ray march for
each pixel pss ∈ S, originating at x in the scene and intersecting the scene geometry
at xs . The world position xs is retrieved from the full resolution linearized depth
buffer.
The ray march loops through sample point ti along the ray, split by a stepping
scheme described in section 3.4, and considers each segment between ti and ti−1 .
Transmittance is accumulated according to equation 2.13. Finally, although the
ray marching is performed in view-space, we analytically integrate over the segment
distance D = ti − ti−1 as suggested byHillaire, 2015 when integrating in voxel space.

3.4

Stepping Scheme

We used a uniform, view-space, stepping scheme for all our test results, initially
distributing (without dithering) samples uniformly along each ray as follows:

ti =

|xs − x|
∗ i, 0 ≥ i ≥ N
N
xi = x + w ∗ t i

3.5

Participating Media Sampling

Consider a point xt along a ray march, corresponding to a position pv in view space
or pw in world space. The evaluation of ρ(xt ) and σt (xt ) is done in two steps: global
PM is sampled procedurally and local PM is sampled from the volumetric froxel
buffer.
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Algorithm 3 Ray March
procedure RAY MARCH(R = x + tw, xs )
2:
wo = −w
3:
Tr (x ← x0 ) = 1
4:
L(x ← w) =< 0, 0, 0 >
1:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

. accumulated transmittance
. accumulated scattering

for segment < ta , tb > along R do
∆t = tb − ta
b)
t = (ta +t
2
xt = x + tw
σt (xt ), ρ(xt ) = SampleP M (xt )
S = ρ(xt )Lscat (xt , wo )
−σt (xt )∆t
Sint = S−Seσt (xt )
L(x ← w) += Tr (x ← xt )Sint
Tr (x ← xt ) ∗= e−σt (xt )∆t
return < L(x ← w), Tr (x ← xt ) >
procedure Lscat (xt )
Li (xt ) = 0
for Li , wi in lights do
Li (xt ) += ρ(xt , wi → wo )V (xt ← wi )Lv (xt , wi )
return Li (xt )

Global PM uses an exponential height falloff controlled by a constant factor
k and an exponential falloff f , similar to the traditional distance fog algorithm.
Global parameters for albedo and extinction, ρ0 (xt ) and σt0 (xt ), are multiplied by
this density.

densityheight = e

k(zof f set −pw .z)
f

(3.3)

Local PM is sampled from the volumetric froxel buffer 3D texture with custom
filtering schemes. We transform pvs to a froxel space continuous uv coordinate puvs
which is used for filtering.
We used trilinear filtering in when sampling the 3D texture has, with a footprint
of 8 voxels that are calculated from puvs analogous to a bilinear footprint.
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3.6

Lighting Integration

The Lscat (xt → wo ) term is the in-scattering at a point xt along the ray march,
scattered in the direction of the eye wo . The light sources that are integrated are
sun light, local light, indirect light and PM emission.
As we can see in equation 2.11, the different in-scattering components are additive:
Lscat (xt → wo ) = Lindirect + Llocal + Lsun

(3.4)

where each component is modulated by the phase function pschlick (xt , wi → wo ),
and has an associated visibility function V (xt ← wi ).
Lsun is the sun lighting source, modelled simply as a directional light source
infinitely far away with a direction wi and an albedo Lv (xt , wi ). The visibility
function samples one of 4 cascaded shadow maps, and a static baked shadow map
is used as backup.
Lindirect is the in-scattering from ambient (or indirect) light, which was approximated by a cube map environment map (ambient cube map). The sampled value is
interpreted as the directional ambient intensity Lv (xt , wi ), and gives a subtle ambient approximation. In implementations that includes multiple scattering, this term
would be omitted.
Llocal is the local light in-scattering. This term is evaluated by iterating culled
lights from the clustered shading data structure. The cluster index is calculated to
retrieve local light source in the corresponding cluster and each shadow casting local
light has corresponding atlased shadow maps which are sampled directly. For each
individual local light, the phase function is used with respect to that light source.

3.7

Voxel Buffer

Our voxel buffer is a frustum aligned voxel buffer, stretching from the near plane,
near(v)buf f er = nearcamera to a fixed depth at f arv . The buffer have dimensions
W × H × L, splitting the frustum into L uniformly distributed slices(Wrenninge,
2011).
The froxel buffer is implemented as a flat array. Given a froxel coordinate,
(i, j, k), the index mapping is as follows:
index = k + j ∗ W + i ∗ W ∗ H
The froxel buffer can be injected with PM data in many ways, including voxelization of primitives and particle systems. This implementation uses the same
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sphere intersection algorithm used by the clustered shading to inject PM spheres at
a position pws .
The PM primitive material consists of an albedo ρ, an extinction coefficient σt ,
an anisotropy phase parameter g and an emissive component Le . When filling the
froxel buffer the phase is averaged and the other properties summed.

3.7.1

Clustered Shading

As described in section 3.6, light integration considers sun light, ambient light and
local light sources. In order to not iterate all local light sources in a big scene,
clustered shading provides culled light lists that can be obtained by lookup in a
light texture for each individual cluster. When evaluating our Lscat function, the
culled light lists are iterated instead of iterating all lights in the scene
The clustered shading data structure is a frustum aligned voxel buffer. Before
the linearizing the depth map, a light culling pass is performed on the GPU which
writes light data into corresponding affected clusters of each local light source in the
scene. A prior, coarser, occlusion culling pass also filters the global light list before
they are considered. The coarse prepass culling was implemented with Umbra(Puha,
2015).

3.8

Dithering

The following section describes implementation details for the dithering techniques
used. Looking back at chapter 1.4.1, the aim was to yield better quality and performance than the naive ray marching as described above.
In contrast to offline rendering, because we require real time performance, it is
not possible to simply increase the number of samples N in order to increase visual
results. As a result, resulting images can receive very noticeable rendering artifacts
due to quantization errors.
Recall how GPU based volumetric ray marching consists of three main timecomplexity components; for all pixels w×h a ray march with N samples is performed,
each of which integrates local light sources (2.3.3). The dithering technique targets
the number of required samples N which is used for each ray march.
By distributing N samples along a ray over nearby pixels according to some
pattern, dithering trades the banding artifacts for noise. The resulting noise is more
forgiving to look at and also easier to filter out with a high-pass filter. Ultimately, by
placing the samples differently, fewer samples are required to acheive an acceptable
result and thus increasing the performance of the algorithm as a whole. Figure 3.2
shows, in the 1-dimensional case, the concept of distributing N samples along a ray
over nearby rays which are cast from neigboring pixels.
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Figure 3.2: Dithering sample distribution. Dithering as used in real time volumetric rendering can be thought of as spreading out N samples over nearby pixels.
The rows represent a ray cast from a single pixel, cast from the camera/eye to the
left. Each sample is shown as a small circle, colored to make it easier to follow how
they are offset. Each pixel within a kernel K (in this case a 1 − D kernel of size 4)
N
together constitute all N samples from the original ray, but with fewer samples |K|
.

The dithering was implemented by distributing samples across several pixels,
exploiting how accumulated light of neighbouring won’t change drastically. This is
done by offsetting samples for ray marches differently depending on its position in
a repeating kernel pattern on the screen.
We use ordered dithering where per-pixel dithering amount is specified with a
pattern matrix. Given a ray march pass with a uniform step size ∆t = D. The
i)
dithering offset is set to a fraction of D according to tdither = D∗id(p
, M being the
M2
size of the dither kernel. The dithering patterns that we implemented were 1. bayer
pattern 2. white noise and 3. no dithering, as shown below:

- Bayer8x8
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- W hite8x8
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The bayer index matrix, described by the recursive formula in section 2.3.4, was
calculated by a formula provided byYliluoma, 2016:
M (i, j) = bit_reverse(bit_interleave(bitwise_xor(i, j), i))/n2
The white noise matrix was implemented by shuffling a sorted array with the
Fisher–Yates shuffle algorithm, providing an unbiased permutation with no correlation between pixelsJames, 2007.
Bilateral Gaussian Blur
In addition to the dithering procedure, an additional gaussian blur was applied in
order to hide dithering artifacts. The low pass filter was implemented as a separable
bilateral gaussian blur, as described in section 2.3.5. The 1-dimensional gaussian
pass was a 15 − tap blur, using a depth falloff of 3.0 for the edge-preserving bilateral
filter. The blur pass is a full-screen pass, where a pixel shader is run for each pixel
p in the target texture in this case.
To preserve edges, we implemented the gaussian blur as a bilateral filter with
an intensity range kernel f (x) implemented as a linear function of the depth map
D. So, instead of computing a weighted averaged based on the intensity of the light
accumulation texture, the bilateral filter smooths on difference in intensity in the
depth map in the corresponding sample position pi :
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I 0 (p) =

1 X
I(pi )f (|D(pi ) − D(p)|)G(|pi − p|)
Wp
pi ∈Ω

f (x) = x ∗ depth_falloff
The filtered texture is the light accumulation buffer, after it is written to by
the ray marching pass. The separable filter then runs in two passes (one for the
horizontal direction and one for the vertical direction) and swaps between two light
accumulation buffers:
Algorithm 4 Bilateral Separable Gaussian Blur
procedure Gaussian Blur 1D(I, D, p, δ, k = 15)
weight = [6435, 5005, 3003, 1365, 455, 105, 15, 1]
c = I(p) ∗ weight [0]


for k = 1 to k/2 do
c = c + I(x + i ∗ δ) ∗ weight [i]
c = c + I(x − i ∗ δ) ∗ weight [i]
c = c ∗ abs(D(p) − D(x + i ∗ δ)) ∗ depth_falloff
c = c ∗ abs(D(p) − D(x − i ∗ δ)) ∗ depth_falloff
I(x) = c, normalized by Wp
procedure Gaussian Blur(scatteringArgb , scatteringBrgb )
scatteringBrgb ← gaussian_blur(scatteringArgb , p, < 1, 0 >)
scatteringArgb ← gaussian_blur(scatteringBrgb , p, < 0, 1 >)

3.9

. horizontal
. vertical

Final Composition

The deferred pipeline has a light accumulation buffer which accumulates the radiance
that, in the end, is sent to the frame buffer to be rendered on the screen. Each texel in
the volumetric light accumulation buffer has the format scatteringrgb , transmittancea ,
where the transmittancea = 1 − alpha. A transmittance value of 1 means the volumetric lighting has alpha 0 and no extinction should be applied to the background.
Since the scattering is pre multiplied with the transmittance alpha, the composition needs to be blended with pre-multiplied alpha blending:
dst = scatteringrbg + dst ∗ transmittancea
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Chapter 4

Evaluation
4.1

Evaluation Methods

This section describes the evaluation methods that were used to collect results,
followed by results in section 4.2. Section 4.1.1 describes the performance evaluation
that was used to measure how fast the algorithm was executing. Section 4.1.2
describes the quality evaluation of the rendered results, and finally section 4.1.3
describes the test scene that was used to acquire the results.

4.1.1

Performance Evaluation

The performance was measured with per-frame break-down of critical passes of the
algorithm during a camera fly-through a test scene constructed to account for major
influences of overall performance (see section 4.1.3). All results presented were from
single fly-throughs and no presented data is aggregated over several fly-throughs.

The statistics that were measured were the following:
- Time per frame breakdown, [ms]
- Average Time over N Frames, [ms]
- Standard Deviation over N frames, [ms]
- Variance over N frames, [ms]

Each frame breakdown consisted of the following passes:
- Ray March
- Blur
- Composite
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Throttling
The measurements were made with throttled time steps in order to more accurately
show per-frame comparisons. The throttle slows down the engine to a specified
fps, ensuring that we measure performance once for each frame throughout the flythrough in the test scene. If no other throttle value is specified, a throttle to 30fps
was used.

4.1.2

Quality Evaluation

The quality evaluation was mainly done by comparing rendered results subjectively,
pointing out obviously apparent artifacts and or incorrect/correct features. However,
in order to more effectively argue for quality, we captured results from real in-game
fly-throughs, instead of overly simplified test scenes. The fly-through importantly
included sub-scenes that reflected both what to expect from a modern game title,
and incorporated different volumetric phenomena. The test scenes are described in
detail in section 4.1.3.
Error Visualisation
If nothing else is stated, the error visualizations in the results section were made
with the online tool https://online-image-comparison.com/ that highlights perpixel differences between two images given that the pixel value difference is above
a certain threshold. The default threshold we used was 10 with color highlights in
red.

4.1.3

Fly-Through Test Scene

We performed measurements during a camera fly-through, including scenes constructed to reflect both common and extreme cases. Figure 4.1 describes the scenes
included in the fly through and why we decided to include them.
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LocalPM. This scene shows heterogeneous media aquired through injecting and sampling from the voxel
buffer.

Close. This scene has a very low
view distance and not much fog is expected.

LocalLights. this scene contains a
large number of local light and also
a greater view distance. This scene is
expected to be a hard case to represent since the incoming light varies in
high frequency.

Sun. This is a classic scene where sunlight is scattered through a tree in
a foggy environment. The scene is
hard since the visibility function is expected to vary in very high frequency.

Depth. This scene contains very large
depth discrepancies. This can be a
hard case since we expect fog in the
background but still detailed fog-free
foreground.

Balance. This is a balanced scene
with both local lights and sunlight, in
a fairly thick fog.

Figure 4.1: Test Scenes. The performance and quality measurements were made
with scene fly-through containing sub-scenes designed to reflect both common and
extreme cases for the volumetric rendering. The test scenes are referred to by their
name as written in bold above.
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4.2

Results

In this section, we present evaluation results acquired through the evaluation methods described in section 4.1. In the following sections these results are referenced
and discussed.
In short, the results include 1. The render results of each dithering method, with
and without blur 2. Quality and performance comparison between the Bayer method
and no dithering 3. Flythrough statistics and render results for each method and
different sub-scene 4. Comparisons of bilateral and naive low pass filters 5. Frame
breakdown showing performance of individual GPU passes
All results were collected on Intel(R) core i74790K 4.00GHz, 16GB Ram with a
GeForce GTX 970.
The following tables summarizes the results notation and labels used throughout
the results, discussion and conclusion sections:
Table 4.1: Notation and default values

Notation

Description

Tests by name
Dither Results

Similar Quality/Performence
Flythroughs
Gaussian Blur
Frame Breakdown

Result showing the effect of each dithering method for specific scenes, with and
without adding blur to remedy dithering
artifacts.
Result comparing bayer ordered dithering
to the naive method
Result giving overview of quality and performance in all scenes and for all methods
Result showing the effect of making the
low pass filter depth aware (bilateral)
Result showing a frame breakdown of the
Bayer8x8 method, illustrating how expensive the different algorithm passes in each
frame.

Conventions
BayerM xM
W hiteM xM
i∆
gaussx

M xM bayer matrix dithering
M xM white noise matrix dithering
No Dithering (as described in section 3.3),
15-tap gaussian filter with standard deviation x and depth falloff 3.0.
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4.2.1

Dithering Pattern Results
gauss1.5

White8x8

Bayer8x8

i∆

no blur

Figure 4.2: “Sun” Scene Dither results. The left column shows the three dither
methods without any added blur, and the right column shows the dithered results
after low filter pass (gauss1.5 ). Notice how the i∆ delta results show no clear
crepuscular rays through the tree, and that they have bad quality regardless of
blur level. The Bayer8x8 and W hite8x8 look very similar, but without the blur the
W hite8x8 render has noticeable dithering artifacts in the form of small squares where
the dither kernels were.
Figure 4.2 and 4.3 shows results from the “sun” and “balance” scenes for the three
implemented dithering methods, i∆, Bayer8x8 and W hite8x8 . In the left column,
the dithered result is showed as is, and in the right column with an applied low pass
filter gauss1.5 . They show the initial effect of the dithering methods as compared to
the i∆ method, and how dithering artifacts can be filtered out by applying a blur.
In figure 4.2 (sun scene), the i∆ method shows very clear stepping artifacts that
are not remedied by applying a low pass filter. Both renders show no clear crepuscular rays through the tree in the misty environment. Further, these stepping artifacts
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gauss1.5

White8x8

Bayer8x8

i∆

no blur

Figure 4.3: “Balance” Scene Dither Results. The left column shows the three
dither methods without any added blur, and the right column shows the dithered
results after low filter pass (gauss1.5 ). The i∆ row shows very visible stepping
artifacts on the roof of the house to the right, appearing as bands along the roof.
Both dither methods show dithering artifacts without blur, but only the Bayer8x8
artifacts disappear in the right column after adding blur (looking closely at the
W hite8x8 blurred render in the bottom right there are still noticeable dithering
patterns in the image).

changed significantly with the camera moving even slightly, since large pixel regions
would change rapidly when sampling the high frequency cascaded shadow maps. By
introducing softer shadowing techniques such as variance shadow mapping, stepping
artifacts would be dampened but we would also loose sought after high frequency
detail in the volumetric lighting.
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The two latter rows show the effect of using Bayer8x8 and W hite8x8 respectively.
Notice how without any blur pass, both Bayer8x8 and W hite8x8 show dithering
artifacts in the form of 8x8 pixel squares in the final render. This is because the
dithered result vary enough between pixels within each dithering kernel in order for
us to interpret it as noise. After applying the low pass filter the dithering artifacts
in the sun scene are no longer distinguishable. However, even in the left column the
Bayer8x8 method has artifacts which seem less obtrusive than that of the W hite8x8
method.
In the balance scene too (Figure 4.3), dithering artifacts are prevalent in the left
column of both the Bayer8x8 and W hite8x8 methods. However, these artifacts are
not fully remedied in the right column in the case of W hite8x8 . If you look closely,
the W hite8x8 , gauss1.5 render still shows dithering artifacts, while the Bayer8x8
artifacts cannot be seen.
The i∆ method performs notably worse, not managing to capture the gradient
increase of fog along the roof to the upper right, resulting in clear stripes along the
roof. This is because there is a band of pixels where ray marches include a step
where the resulting sample point is located below the surface of the roof.
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4.2.2

Gaussian Blur Results

non-bilateral

bilateral

difference

Figure 4.4: Gaussian Blur. The render shows a comparison between a bilateral
gaussian blur and a non-bilateral gaussian blur, highlighting the importance of having an edge-preserving low pass filter. The spikes in the left, non-bilateral, result
appear blurred because the low pass filter bleeds over to the foreground. The bilateral result however preserves the sharp edges of the spikes. The difference between
the two methods is visualized to the right.
Figure 4.4 shows the effect of introducing a bilateral, depth-aware, low pass
filter. To the left, the image shows how without an edge preserving method the
accumulated light from the area close to the edges of the spikes bleed over on top
of the foreground. The middle picture shows clearly the importance of considering
the depth when applying a blur to hide dithering artifacts, as the foreground spikes
remain effectively without any fog which is what we expect.
The bilateral gaussian blur still relies on parameters which need to be tweaked
for each application. This could potentially be avoided if we introduce temporal
dithering since this approach might work without having to apply a low pass filter to
hide artifacts. The artifacts would instead be hidden through temporal re-projection
blending.
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4.2.3

Similar Quality/Result
Table 4.2: Similar Quality/Performance Aggregate Statistics.

frame count
mean
standard deviation
variance

i∆ Similar Quality

Bayer8x8

i∆ Similar Performance

116ms
70.73ms
91.98ms
8459.71ms

684ms
5.84ms
3.27ms
10.68ms

683ms
4.65ms
3.20ms
10.25ms

Figure 4.5 shows how quality and performance is affected compared to not using
dithering at all. The graph shows that - when running at similar speed, i∆ produces
heavy artifacts while Bayer8x8 , gauss1.5 significantly fewer artifacts and - when producing similar quality, i∆ is consistently running orders of magnitude slower than
Bayer8x8 , gauss1.5 - the dithered Bayer8x8 , gauss1.5 effectively reduces the required
sample count, and renders in acceptable quality with far fewer samples and is thus
remarkably faster.
When running at similar speed, i∆ (no dithering) produces very heavy artifacts
as can be seen in the right rendering labeled i∆Similar Performance. Each step
in the non dithered rendering is too big to capture the high frequency data in the
shadow maps, and results in the stepping artifacts that can be seen in the rendered
result. In contrast, Bayer8x8 , gauss1.5 more accurately reconstructs the signal
and manages to capture the more high frequency detail in the shadow maps, while
running at approximately the same speed.
The similar performance plot shows the performance of the dithered Bayer8x8 ,
gauss1.5 fly-through and the i∆Similar Performance fly-through. The two methods
used a sample count of N = 8 samples, with an average running time of 5.84ms
(bayer) and 5.04ms (i∆) respectively (see table 4.2). This difference comes from
calculating the dither position, sampling the precomputed ordered dithering matrix
and computing the dithered sampling point. Notice how in parts of the scene with
local lights, this gap is lower. sometimes and higher sometimes This is likely because
the i∆ method happens to completely skip local light sources and thus lowers the
local light sample count NL by chance; in scenes without local light, the difference
is close to constant. This can be seen in figure 4.6 where the i∆ method produces
a darker spot because a local light source was not included further back in the
“LocalLights” scene.
The left hand side “i∆ Similar Quality” graph show that in order to produce
a similar perceived quality to that of the dithered result, the iδ method takes on
average around 70 ms which is not close to acceptable for real time applications.
This was with a sample count of N = 100, and it still produced more noticeable
artifacts when the camera was moving. In fact, we could not used a higher sample
count because of GPU time-out constraints engine.
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i∆ Similar Quality

Similar Quality Plot

Bayer8x8, gauss1.5

i∆ Similar Performance

Similar Performance Plot

Figure 4.5: Similar Quality/Performance. The figure illustrates how much better Bayer8x8 performs than i∆. The lefthand plot show that the performance of i∆ when producing similar results to Bayer8x8 is very bad (on average 70.73ms),
while the right-hand side shows that at similar performance (N = 8, average time 4.65ms) i∆ produce very strong artifacts.
In other words, the Bayer8x8 dithering method produces both better quality (high detail light shafts and no artifacts) and
better performance as compared to not using dithering.
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4.2.4

Flythroughs

Figure 4.6 shows all renders from the three main methods and for each sub-scene in
the camera fly-through, accompanied by a graph showing the performance for each
method. It illustrates how they are all fairly close in terms of performance, and how
they differ in different type of scenes.
The sub-scenes were designed were designed to incorporate both common and
extreme cases in regard to several parameters such as high frequency variation in the
shadow maps, number of local light sources and other lighting environment settings.
These are explained in detail in section 4.1.3.

LocalPM. The environment has a background fog which all methods manages to
caputure well, while the local fog sampled from the voxel buffer is noticeably blocky
in all three results. The local PM is sampled with a nearest neighbor method, which
could be improved and possibly help with the artifacts for the local fog.
Close. The scene has a very low average scene depth and so all the three methods,
including i∆ - denser sampling points and - not much accumulated fog (no high
frequency variations in the sampled signal. This makes the three renders more or
less indistinguishable.
Looking at the plot, we can see that the performance is also very similar for the
three methods. This is for the same reasons as mentioned above.
LocalLights. Here we can see how the i∆ method performs better than average at
times during the flythrough. This is likely because, as can be seen in the render, a
larger region of pixels perform a large step which happens to completely skip local
light sources in the scene and thus lowering NL . We end up with severe visual
artifacts, but on average slightly better performance.
The W hite8x8 method on the other hand performs not much better in terms of
quality. larger pixel regions within the dithering kernel randomly sample in a way
that fails to capture incoming light from local light sources, resulting in a checkered
pattern in the background. The Bayer8x8 method performs better, and most regions
have a smooth result from sampling the incoming light throughout the raycasts.
Along the outer city wall the same dithering artifacts are still noticeable, but a lot
less prevalent.
A possible solution would be to introduce a far range parameter for the volumetric
lighting, ensuring better quality volumetrics but trading the possibility to have very
far range volumetric lighting. In this case, it would be interesting to combine this
volumetric lighting approach with traditional screen space light shafts for far range
geometry such as mountains or back-drop city landscapes.
Sun. Clear improvements for both dithering methods as i∆ completely fails to
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capture the crepuscular rays phenomenon through the tree in the scene. Notably, the
tree was animated and the stepping artifacts from i∆ were worsened further. Both
Bayer8x8 and W hite8x8 handled this scene well, but Bayer8x8 had fewer dithering
artifacts without introducing blur.
Depth. With the camera facing downwards through the fog distributed as an exponentialheight fog, the fog looks almost uniform. This results in three renders
more or less indistinguishable since all sample points along the longer stretching
rays have close to constant fog. Without the high frequency variation, the three
methods perform similar. The dithering methods show no artifacts along the sharp
depth discrepancies.
Balance. i∆ shows clear artifacts along the roof, and Bayer8x8 shows fewer dithering artifacts than W hite8x8 which artifacts are not completely remedied in the blur
pass.
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i∆

white8x8

bayer8x8

Figure 4.6: Flythroughs. All methods (columns) look similar in the “LocalPM”,
“Close” and “Depth” scenes while they differ more in the other scenes. The “LocalLights” which should look smooth has a poor result in i∆, and Bayer8x8 looks
best. Both dithering methods look much better than i∆ in the “Sun” scene, showing
clear crepuscular rays. Only Bayer8x8 render the “Balance” scene without noticeable
artifacts.
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4.2.5

Frame Breakdown
Table 4.3: Bayer8x8 Frame Breakdown Aggregate Statistics.

Total Cost
Ray March Pass
Blur Pass
Composite Pass

frame count

mean

standard deviation

variance

684ms
684ms
684ms
684ms

7.13ms
5.84ms
1.08ms
0.21ms

3.34ms
3.27ms
0.82ms
0.07ms

11.16ms
10.68ms
0.68ms
0.01ms

Figure 4.7 and table 4.3 shows a frame breakdown of the Bayer8x8 method during
a fly-through, with average times shown in the bar graph. In the fly-through the
resolution w × h and the samples N are constant, so the ray march scales primarily
with the number of light NL in each frame. The other passes, the blur pass and
the composite pass, are any dependant on the resolution w × h and remain constant
around 1.08 and 0.21 respectively.
The average of 7.13ms for the whole ray marching algorithm is raised a lot
because of the inclusion of the extreme number of local light in the “LocalLights”
scene, and by looking at the graph we can see how the average is closer to 5ms.
During these frames, the blur and composite passes account for more of the total
running time of the algorithm. This illustrates how especially the blur pass is still
quite expensive.
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Figure 4.7: Frame Breakdown. The figure shows a frame breakdown of the
Bayer8x8 method. The blur and composite passes are close to constant and the
ray marching scales with the number of local lights in the scene. The chart graph
show the average times in ms for each pass. We expect the ray march to be most
expensive in the “LocalLights” scene and most cheap in the “Close Scene”, which is
what we can see in the figure above.
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Discussion
In chapter 5, we discuss the results presented in the previous chapter and how these
support our hypotheses stated in the scientific question section 1.4.2. Below, section
5.1 address each result one after another in a straight forward fashion, section 5.1
goes on to a general discussion and how our hypothesis stands against the results,
and finally the remaining sections discuss additional points and future work.
In short, the results show that bayer matrix ordered dithering can trade banding
artifacts for noise that can be handled efficiently with a bilateral low pass filter, thus
giving acceptable quality with much fewer ray marching samples compared to that
of the no dithering approach (see section 5.1 General Discussion).

5.1

Results Discussion

This section contains a more general discussion than those found along each result
in the results section (section 4.2).
In general the results are positive, showing that dithering can greatly improve
both performance and quality of real time ray marching. Specifically, the Bayer
gives better quality than a white noise dithering and they both compare to i∆ but
with much fewer required samples N . In some scenes the results are indistinguishable, while in several the dithered methods are much better at capturing important
volumetric phenomena such as light shafts or smooth local lights through fog.
In terms of performance, the results show clearly how dithering significantly
improves performance of the ray marching pass because it can retain quality with
much fewer samples N as compared to i∆. The final running times were on average
7.13 ms, where 1.29 ms were spent in the blur and composite pass, but closer to 5 ms
in the more common cases with a lower number of local light sources. Not only the
volumetric lighting considers these local light sources and in real applications direct
lighting would also limit the number of light sources usually included in scenes like
this.
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It is important to point out how bad i∆ performed too, in comparison to the
both dithering methods. Quality and performance are influencing each other in
that higher or equal quality with fewer samples N will improve performance. I∆
performed bad in terms of both quality and performance since it 1. produced heavy
artifacts and failed to capture volumetric phenomena and 2. required a very high
number of samples N to achieve acceptable quality. In fact, even at N = 100 the
i∆ method did not produce satisfactory results. Especially when the camera was
moving i∆ produces stepping artifacts that change drastically in some pixel regions
due to how the shadow map sampling changed as a result of moving the camera.
This result however, ray marched volumetric lighting around 5 ms, is still very
expensive; the algorithm is still not within a time budged suitable for this effect
which would be closer to 1ms or less. The results importantly shows that Bayer
dithering improves the performance by a factor of more than 10, but also that further
optimizations are still very relevant to make ray marching a valid approach for real
time volumetric lighting.
i∆ most notably produced poor results a few scenes. In the “LocalLight” scene,
there are several places incoming light Li changes too drastically between samples
and as a result the lighting is far from smooth. In the “Sun” scene, the method
completely fails to capture the light shaft or crepuscular rays phenomenon, and in the
“Balance scene” there are very distinct step artifacts along the rooftop to the right.
In remaining scenes it performs better, but this is due to specific circumstances in
those scenes as explained in section 5.1. In all cases, both dithering methods produce
better quality results at least when including the additional bilateral gaussian blur.
Our implementation is a view-space ray marching, using bayer matrix dithering.
Arguably however, the results showing how dithering improves quality by distributing samples across pixels is applicable to several techniques similar to view-space
ray marching. For example, placement of samples according to a dithering kernel
will likely be as effective for voxel space ray marching, where integration is done in
voxel space. Dithering could also in addition to the demonstrated improvements in
this thesis help in voxel integration close to a surface, since the voxel integration
step is independent of the scene and would possibly risk missing participating media properties very close to a surface. (in contrast our view-space ray marching is
always performed with a fixed number of N steps, uniformly distributed along the
view ray). There are also exponential stepping schemes that could be very helpful
for improving quality, distributing samples closer together in the foreground. In this
case, dithering would be even more important in the background since samples are
very spread out in the original stepping scheme.

5.1.1

Scientific Questions

In this section, we discuss how the results relate to the scientific questions stated
in section 1.4.2. As we discussed the results in more detail in previous sections this
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section will be a more general discussion, relating back to the points stated above.
Main Question
Can bayer matrix ordered dithering retain perceived quality while reducing the
number of samples?

The results show clearly that yes, bayer matrix ordered dithering can retain quality
in volumetric lighting from ray marching while lowering the number of required
samples N . In addition, Bayer8x8 performs better than random order dithering too.
Looking at the quality/performance plot (figure 4.5a), it is clear how in comparison
to bayer ordered dithering is superior:
- At similar performance, with N = 8 samples, i∆ produces heavy artifacts
and completely fails to caputure the high frequency light shafts, while Bayer8x8
produces a clear and artifact-free result; At similar speed
- While i∆ produce good results with N = 100 samples, Bayer8x8 reaches
similar quality with only N = 8 samples, effectively speeding up the algorithm
with a factor of more than 10.
In figures 4.2 and 4.3, we get a closer look at the quality of both the Bayer8x8
and W hite8x8 dithering methods, in contrast to no dithering i∆. These show further how while both dithering methods greatly improves quality (at a reasonable
performance), Bayer8x8 does so with fewer artifacts. Especially in the “Balance
scene” we can see how the white noise dithering produced artifacts that were not
fully remedied by our bilateral gaussian blur. The blur could be increased of course,
but this is at a cost of capturing high frequency detail in a scene such as the “sun
scene”.
In conclusion, we can clearly see that the results support the hypothesis that
bayer matrix ordered dithering can improve the performance of volumetric viewspace ray marching. More specifically, the method produces good quality with much
fewer samples than is required if no dithering is used.
Related Questions
Is GPU-Based Ray Marching a promising method for real time volumetric
rendering in gaming applications? Can GPU-Based Ray Marching be efficiently
optimized by reducing the number of ray march samples through dithering? Are
additional optimizations necessary for real time performance of GPU Based Ray
Marching with acceptable quality?
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Looking at the results we can see how dithering can capture important single
scattering volumetric phenomena in real time. In particular, the method is promising
in that it manages to capture high frequency detailed volumetric phenomena such
as light shaft and also accounts for local light sources. The addition of local lights
increases the computational cost of the algorithm significantly which is why dithering
is a good technique because it greatly reduces the required sample count, and more
accurately reproduce high frequency variation in the volumetric lighting.
There are scenes that can be improved. In particular the current method does
not properly render local participating media as demonstrated in the “LocalPM”
scene. However, the method generally performs satisfactory results, and at speeds
closer to what is acceptable in modern games.
To the question whether ray marching can be efficiently optimized by dithering
the answer is undoubtedly yes. By introducing ordered dithering, we increased the
quality of the ray marched results much that much it required fewer samples to get
a good looking results, and thus performance increased significantly. Looking at
how bad i∆ i.e. no dithering performed compared to the dithering methods, we
can confidently say that bayer matrix ordered dithering is a very good technique
to optimize GPU based ray marching. It is still very important however to look
at further aspects of dithering, including blue noise dithering as proposed byMikkel
Gjol, 2016, different kernel sizes, stochastic dithering methods, temporal dithering
and
While dithering greatly increases both quality and performance, other optimizations are also important. We include clustered shading in our implementation in
order to more efficiently query local light sources in the scene, but this method
should be investigated further and also compared to similar techniques such as tiled
deferred rendering.
Another remaining culprit is the resolution w × h. This will be an even bigger
issue as consumers move to 4k or even higher resolution screens. Low resolution
rendering is a very important technique which should be investigated together with
dithering. Future questions might include if bayer ordered dithering performs well
when applied to a low resolution light accumulation buffer, and if additional techniques are needed in order to up-sample the dithered results properly. The gaussian
blur (if applied to a low resolution light accumulation buffer) will also be faster
which is important as we saw in the frame breakdown (figure 4.7 that the gaussian
blur is still expensive (average 1.08 ms).

5.2

Future Work

In this section, we continue from the discussion to highlight specific points which
are important to investigate. Our research focused on view space ray marching with
Bayer matrix dithering for real time volumetric lighting, and there are many areas
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in which we think the algorithm can be improved and how ray marching can become
a viable option for real time volumetric lighting.
Dithering techniques are not limited to spatial dithering i.e. distributing samples
over pixels. With temporal dithering techniques, the offset can be applied over time
and blended together. With the camera moving this technique uses temporal reprojection to figure out which result from the previous frame that correspond to the
current lighting calculation. Especially since ray marching is an unbiased technique,
the accumulated result would in theory approach the correct result since no systematic error is introduces by moving the samples over time. However if a blur pass is
still used, which was required in our spatial ordered dithering, it still deviates from
the true result slightly. The main problems that come with temporal reprojection
techniques is potential ghosting effects because results are accumulated to slowly.
One problem that we encountered was that artifacts are more visible when the
camera is moving, because of abrupt changes (due to motion) of sample positions.
This is especially true for i∆ where larger regions share very similarly placed sample
points along the view ray but holds true for the dithered results too, even though
the dithering arguably spreads out samples across more pixels. One possible improvement is to use adaptive sampling techniques based on camera movement such
as that proposed by (Bowles H, 2015). We want to point out that dithering would
not hinder these results, as dithering would still be applied to all samples along the
view ray after corrections from movement are made.
In this thesis we implemented white noise and bayer matrix dithering and compared it to the non dithered (i∆) naive approach. However, within ordered dithering
there are other kinds of noise that can be used. Most notably, it would be interesting
to look into blue noise as proposed by Mikkel Gjol, 2016.
In our implementation we implemented a variable dither kernel size and gaussian
blur strength. In the evaluation however, we only incorporated results from 8x8
dither kernels and a fixed kernel size (15 − tap) gaussian blur. In the future it would
be interesting to further investigate smaller and bigger dither sizes to see whether
they produce similar results and if they produce dithering artifacts that are possible
to hide with blur without sacrificing quality.
Dithering greatly improved the extent to which high-frequency data was successfully sampled and included in the ray marched result but it was still not perfect,
especially since some applications might have tighter time constraints. In our implementation a sample count of N = 8 samples per ray was sufficient when combined
with Bayer8x8 dithering, but this could be reduced even further if especially the
shadow maps were not as high frequency. Because of this we also think the approach to volumetric presented in this thesis could be further improved by combining it with soft shadow techniques such as variance shadow mapping or exponential
shadow mapping. What is good about dithering though, is that it has high potential
to capture high frequency data so soft shadow techniques can be used only to the
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point where you loose to much detail, thus reducing samples N but not sacrificing
high frequency detail. As a side note, our restriction of single scattering results in
much more high frequency volumetric lighting than you would expect in real life due
to multiple scattering. However, in many applications higher frequency volumetrics
are sought after solely for artistic effect, even though it is not as realistic.
We did the quality evaluation in the thesis by simply comparing single frame
rendered results, pointing to “obvious” details and how they were more or less correct/desirable. Artifacts from quantization, dithering artifacts and failure or success
to capture expected volumetric phenomena, were all pointed out without quantitative measures and we argued how the results would be perceived. Important future
work include - a proper perceptual user study, quantitatively measuring perceived
quality in results - a ground truth comparison, more accurately measuring if dithering
or the volumetric integration is correct.
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Conclusion
The results show clearly that bayer matrix ordered dithering can efficiently trade
noticeable banding artifacts for higher frequency noise which can be filtered with a
bilateral low pass filter. The dithered algorithm produces acceptable quality with
much fewer ray marching samples, effectively increasing overall performance of real
time ray marching considerably. This indicates how volumetric ray marching may
reach real time performance and be practical for use in games, and that dithering
can play an important role in future implementations.
We implemented view space volumetric rendering on the GPU, using bayer ordered dithering for more efficient sample placement. The method supports anisotropic
and heterogeneous participating media, and local light interaction. In the evaluation, we constructed a test scene that reflected real time common and extreme cases,
evaluating both the real time ray marching and the dithering optimizations.
The results included renders and performance measurements for three methods
that we compared: two ordered dithering methods, W hite8x8 and Bayer8x8 , and
the naive non dithered ray march i∆. The performance measurements were made
frame-by-frame in-game fly-throughs in our test scene, and show how the methods
performed over time in a varying scene.
We discuss how both dithering methods greatly performs both performance and
quality of the algorithm since fewer samples N was required to achieve acceptable
volumetric lighting quality; the algorithm complexity was linear in N , so fewer
samples also meant significant performance increase. We further discussed how
Bayer ordered dithering in general produced better results than white noise because
it produced better quality results and artifacts were easier to remedy with a edgeaware blur.
Looking at the results we concluded that dithering is a very efficient optimization
for real time GPU based ray marching, and that it will likely play an important role
in future real implementations. We went on to discuss important future work that
will be able to - improve dithering quality and performance and - improve the ray
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marching algorithm overall, thus getting closer to using volumetric ray marching for
real time applications.
By using dithering, we managed to reduce required samples N for each ray march
while still retaining an acceptable quality, and by doing so significantly improving
the performance of volumetric ray marching on the GPU.
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